


 





By Amaia Mauriz Etxabe

«The Challenge of Growth» was not only the theme
of the 2011 World TA Conference in Bilbao, Spain,
this past July, it was also the reality faced by our group
of colleagues as we worked for more than a year to
realize the aims of the four sponsoring associations:
EATA, ITAA, ATAA, and APPHAT. As the
conference organizers, we had to keep in mind that
we were not only a group of individuals who trusted
each other but also representatives of those
organizations. We were given the task of creating a
space in which transactional analysis practitioners from
around the world could come together to talk and
present about the ways TA can contribute to growth
in many fields of application.

One of the challenges we faced was finding ways to
merge our different styles of working and relating to
each other. Contracting was important in helping us to
stay focused on the process and our goals, even when
difficulties arose. It also helped us to continue functioning from Adult as we worked toward common goals and with
continuously revised plans. Having solid contracts gave us a sense of direction and kept priorities clear, even when
there was the possibility of an open door for games.

An important part of our process was learning about our frames of reference, because a large number of the
organizing group are Basque people. That means we have a culture with three strong assumptions:

(1) everyone is either «sirs» or «ladies,»
(2) it is important to understand the reasons for people’s behavior so you do not condemn or criticize
     without serious evidence, and
(3) a person’s word (verbal agreement) is sacred and equivalent to a formal contract.

Obviously, these are all consistent with transactional analysis values, and it was a pleasure to experience a continual
affirmation of the «I’m OK, You’re OK» position in our group during various phases of the project.

There were many struggles, fears, and errors along the way. Sometimes it seemed impossible to overcome the limits
we faced as we tried to combine our crowded agendas with the demands of organizing the conference. There are
so many people and so many things that we would have liked to look after and relate to more carefully and
attentively, so many times we wished we could have responded more quickly or better. We are sorry for those
things we did not do as well as we would have liked, but we did our best with the vast task before us as we tried to
balance it with the rest of our lives.
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One of the most interesting and meaningful parts of the organizing process was working with such an
international group of people. There was a consistent atmosphere of basic trust and mutual respect among
members of the steering committee. These included EATA President Sabine Klingenberg, who was not
only a member of the steering committee but also, in many ways, a full member of the «conference workers»;
she was constantly available for help and worked endlessly to make the conference a success. Other
members of the steering committee (besides me) included ITAA President John Heath, ATAA President
Rhae Hooper, APPHAT President Concha de Diego, and former EATA Vice President Nicoleta Gheorge,
all of whom also offered crucial support and consultation. Richard Erskine and Gloria Noriega were also
supportive and helpful in many important ways. The commitment of all of these individuals was a wonderful
and unexpected gift!

The scientific committee, chaired by Thorsten
Geck, worked together long hours without
even having the opportunity to meet in person.
Thorsten was a key person in this process, a
tireless, committed member of the team who
brought a great sense of humor to his tasks.
He especially deserves our gratitude and
thanks, as do the other members of the
committee: Concha de Diego, Jesus Cuadra,
Amaia Mauriz Etxabe, Sabine Klingenberg,
John Heath, Mario Salvador, Celia Simpson,
and Andre Willi.

I also want to thank all those who helped with conference logistics, such as Iker Ardines, Joane Barberena,
Argine, Pedro Juarez, and Mercedes Goini, who helped at the registration desk as well as our professional
secretary, Ane Azkarate. Members of the organizing committee included Arantza Arrillaga, conference
cochair; Maite Aurre, venue liaison; Iratxe López, finances and budgets; Izaskun Andollo, publicity; Rosa
Perona, registration; Bibiana Martín, conference papers; Menchu Gabiola, social program; Aurea Roson,
stands and secretary, Igor Fernández, design and graphic arts; and Yarima Etxeberria, Aurora Cáceres,
Estíbaliz Olea, Itziar Martínez, Tali Sánchez, Miren Azkoaga, Rosana del Moral, Aitor Mauriz, Mario
Puente, Rosa Rosas, Amaia Quislant, Feli Perez de Onraita, Angel Pascual, and Monica Fernádez de
Lasheras. We also want to thank ITAA Script Editor Laurie Hawkes and Managing Editor Robin Fryer for
their professional, efficient, and kind support in publicizing and promoting the conference.

I want to particularly acknowledge translation coordinator Grace Slotje and the marvelous translators who
helped make the conference more accessible to all: Carlos Ramirez, Nerea Basauri, Matteo Zanovello,
Michele Zarri, Monika Rzemiensiecka, Aurora Caceres, Monica Fernandez de las Heras, Teresa Lalinde,
Veronica Cubillan, Argine, Edurne Izagirre, Arantza Ezeolaza, Igor Fernandez, Manon Plouffe, Patricia
Caballero, Ennia Cucharelli, M. Annie Fiorio, M. Rosario, Belen Lopez, Ines Arregui, Scherrer, Silvia
Pons, Alessandro Cerri, Flora Trujillo, Carmen Cuenca, and Olga Samanova. I know there were also
others who spontaneously translated in various workshops and to all of them I want to say, «Muchs gracias!»

More than 25 years ago I and several other members of the organizing group were studying at Deusto
University. At that time, no one had heard of transactional analysis. One of my teachers, who heard of my
interest in TA, asked me if it was an «esoteric approach» rather than a «real therapeutic approach.» Imagine
my pleasure when I saw him again after many years participating in our conference! At another moment
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during the conference I met in the corridor the oldest priest of the Jesuits who ran the university and was
always around when I was a student. I told him about our conference and he smiled and said, «Oh, yes, I
saw the program and it looks very interesting. It is a good thing to welcome these people here!»

You might ask how we have achieved the respect and
recognition we have now compared to then. It is the result
of the hard work of many colleagues who participated in
the process and trusted in the dream. In particular, I want
to mention and thank Jose Antonio Gonzalez, a psychologist
who has always searched for new knowledge and methods
in psychotherapy. He founded the institute «Bios,
Psicólogos» and brought Francisco Masso to Bilbao to
teach the first TA 101 (which I attended).

Some years later, when I was already the director of Bios, Psicólogos, we invited Conchita de Diego to
teach more advanced transactional analysis, which she has done in this community for more than 20 years
now, always with passion, intelligence, and very advanced knowledge. Almost all the members of the
conference organizing group trained with her. Thank you, Concha—this conference would not have happened
without your teaching and continued leadership over the years!
Concha brought several key transactional analysis trainers to her institute ETHOS, in Madrid: Claude
Steiner, Michael Reddy, Steve Karpman, Mary Goulding, and George Kohlrieser, among others. In this
context, Concha invited Richard Erskine to develop a training program at her institute, and for the last 15
years he has been teaching advanced relational, integrative transactional analysis in various places in Spain.
Richard has been involved for 8 years with our TA community in Bilbao, and his ideas and way of relating
have provided the foundation for those of us in the conference organizing group.

There is not much more to say other than that our 2011 Transactional Analysis World Conference is finished
now and we are left with our wonderful memories. About 500 participants shared knowledge, skills, and
scientific excitement as well as some special social times. We have all grown in many ways by organizing
and attending the conference. We had wonderful keynote speakers (Richard Erskine, Maria Teresa Tosi,
José Manuel Martínez, James Allen, Natalia Ojeda, Gloria Noriega, and Davide Ceridano) and stimulating
symposia leaders and keynote speakers (Keith Tudor, Charlotte Sills, Liselotte Fassbind-Keck, Bea Verzaal,
Jean Illsey-Clark, Karen Pratt, Günter Mohr, Thomas Steinert, Heather Fowlie, and Anette. Dielmann). All
the symposia and workshop presenters generously provided for our community the possibility of learning
and engaging in discussions about TA methods and theories and in so doing opened new paths for our
personal and professional learning and growth.

My gratitude goes to you all. Gracias a todas y a todos los que con vuestro trabajo y dedicación habeís
hecho posible este congreso! Thanks to all of you who provided your dedicated work and have made a
success of this conference! Eskarrik asko guztioi! Merci! Dankesen! Grazie a tutti!

Amaia Mauriz Etxabe was the TA Bilbao Conference Chair. She can be reached at bios@bios-
psicologos.com . The Bilbao conference website (www.tabilbao2011at.com) offers many more photos
as well as workshop abstracts, information about the symposia and keynotes, and perhaps even
some video. The website will be up until the beginning of November.

The venue: Deusto University

first published in «The Script, Vol 41, N° 9, September 2011
 all pictures page 1 - 4 with the friendly permission of Laurie Hawkes
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Changes in Executive Committee

Nicoleta Gheorghe, Past Vice-president
My two years term as vice-president
of EATA was a very rich experience
for me. I learn a lot and I grew up
through the relationships with new
colleagues and friends. I thank them all,
especially to the two presidents Maria
Teresa Tosi and Sabine Kingenberg,
and also the current and past colleagues
in the Executive I worked with: Sandra
Wilson, Nevenka Miljkovic, Jenny
Bridge, Jan Hennig, Marianne Rauter,
Magdalena Sekowska, Carla de Nitto.

Oana Panescu, New General Secretary

Pascale Théobald, New Vice-President
I am executive coach and team
facilitator  and run my own company.
As trainer and supervisor I contribute
to the development of TA in south west
of  France with the TA Toulouse
school. Facilitating growth of groups
and organizations using TA is my
favorite work and pleasure . I co-lead
also an  Organizational TAtraining
program in Slovenia. I feel deeply
committed to European Cooperation
and will bring my engagement in my
function as vice president of EATA .

Oana Panescu, General Secretary
I work as a psychologist for the
nuclear power plant in Romania. I
am also a psychotherapist and an
assistant teacher at a private
university in Bucharest. President of
Romanian Association of
Transactional Analysis - ARAT,
Bucharest branch.






by  Sabine Klingenberg, EATA president

EATA is growing – this is a sign that EATA is useful is serving its purpose and the work of membership
associations, delegates, officers and active people in various projects helps to stay connected in the European
TA communities.
The internal perspective:
Different associations are in very different stages of development: there is a huge variety in economic
situations, the culture, and the needs. One side effect is complexity which is richness and makes processes
and tasks more difficult.
An observation during the years is: the work for and in EATA Council becomes more and more attractive
– more people seem to be interested to become a delegate. And this means we often have new delegates
and EATA has to accelerate transfers of knowledge and information.
Since most of the work is done by volunteers we are faced with the fact that we do have more projects in
mind than money and human resources available. We need to focus ourselves to what is possible and what
is linked to the future needs of our membership association and EATA as an international organisation itself.

And we also have to account the strategic perspective - and my impression is we do have more questions
than answers today:
Do we want EATA as a political association?
How can EATA be a TA Association and have a political voice?
Do we want EATA to intervene in specific cases of discrimination?
 Which role should EATA have in the area of social politics?
Do we want EATA as a professional representation?
Which kind of support should EATA as a whole provide for different interest groups?

Whatever the answers may be – EATA is an important body and to fulfil our tasks we do need to be seen
as an organisation which is managed and organised on a with highly professional standards.
The core purpose of any association is to develop and maintain control of the legitimate practice of a
profession and to safeguard the interests of its members and the public (Webster, 2008). 

If we go on with this idea EATA has…
…to guarantee the continuity of service
…to develop and maintain accreditation,
 …to have a code of ethics and practice
…to develop and maintain recognition of profession (e.g. research, publications, and conferences). 
…to guarantee the standards of services:
EATA’s functions need to be described with job profiles and competence requirements for main tasks
…to guarantee «objective» autonomous decision making
Council members have different roles – with different interests and needs: in Council they represent their
association or associations, and in the committees they are responsible for projects and tasks of all member
associations. Risks of conflicts are pre-programmed

I do know that we have many competencies amongst our members and there are so many willing to serve
in special roles, specific projects in addition to those who are elected as delegates. It is like a rich secret
treasure - and we do want to value and use that even more in the future. The goals are to provide continuous
professional service, to improve the quality of services, to use the competencies in the «field», create
transparent and safe processes, create a space for projects, initiative and enthusiasm, and create a contract
based environment for delegates as well as for people in charge.

EATA in the 3º Millennium:
Times are a changing… EATA it is about people, structure and processes





 

through finding absolutely perfect definitions of structures. Also, EATA cannot «control the reality» in and of
member organisations, this would be impossible. What EATA can and should do – and we will work
continuously on ways to do that – is to help resolve conflicts and find co-operative solutions. This is one of
the strengths of TA and of our organisations.
I would like to express many thanks for their work and commitment
to officers leaving the Council:
Marina Banic – Serbia - now elected as EAP delegate
Jenny Bridge, UK and General Secretary
Carla de Nitto, Italy and Chair of PTSC (will stay for another half a
year as co-opted Chair of PTSC)
Jacqueline Dossenbach-Schuler, Swiss-German
Nicoleta Gheorghe, Romania and Vice-president
Amaia Mauriz-Etxabe Spain
Sedin Habibovic - Bosnia

And a very warm welcome to
Marco Mazzetti – Italy, Chair of COC and representing PTSC and
COC in Executive
Oana Panescu – Romania – new General Secretary
Pascale Theobald – France – Vice President

My Presidency is linked to the idea EATA being a touchable,
reachable and supportive association which is available for our
members. Please get and stay in contact.

Warm regards
Sabine Klingenberg, EATA President

Robert C. Thames, Douglas W. Webster – 2008; Chasing
change: building organizational capacity in a turbulent environment,
P. 255

For this we look for ways to contract with non-delegates for special tasks. Theses tasks for instance
require special expertise or abilities. This kind of contract we already use e.g. for the treasurer, Examining
Supervisor, TEW coordinator.

As a decision from Council in Bilbao 2011, I will create a task force to work on a proposal for this new
structure, develop job descriptions and core competencies.

I will keep informed the Executive, the delegates and the Presidents of affiliated associations.
The voting will probably take place next year in Bucharest

A second challenge for the future is the membership structure. EATA was and is created as an association
of associations. Last year we presented the results of an inquiry concerning the EATA Affiliated Associations
and created a Status Report linked to the question as to whether they offer training or not.
The outcome has been rather confusing. Associations are in different stages of development. In the beginning
it might be useful to stimulate training through the association but as soon as possible it should be handed
over to trainers and institutes. If the association organises training there will be competition with other
trainers offering training.

This will probably be an ongoing task, especially since in some countries TA organisations with different
identities are in competition for members in the country and sometimes have conflicts with each other but
not with EATA, which they are an important part of. It cannot be the task of EATA to resolve such issues
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As students on an MSc in TA Psychotherapy programme, five of us recently co-operated to prepare a
presentation on Diagnosis, Contracting and Treatment Planning. As readers may imagine, we read a lot of
articles and books!
We picked up on Stewart’s (1989) flowchart with loops back but felt that more was needed. After some
discussion, we devised Figure 1. This modifies Stewart’s labels slightly (treatment direction becomes treatment
planning) but maintains the ongoing cyclical nature, whereby what emerges at any point may lead to movement
in either direction.
We then added the outer circle to represent the context we are working within, and the inner circle to
represent the relationship between therapist and client. Note that the inner circle is impinged upon by the
activities of diagnosis, contracting and treatment planning but these three are inside the context. This outer
circle can be likened to the frame (Goffman 1974) which may be implicit but still impacts significantly on the
process.
Finally, the middle circle represents the relational field through which client and therapist interact, and which
mediates between the relationship and the context as the process moves to and fro between diagnosis,
contracting and treatment planning. It is deliberate that there is white space between relationship and relational
field and between relational field and context – each can ‘free wheel’ but who really knows what goes on
there!

We welcome feedback – and if anyone wants to have similar discussions, we will be happy to provide the
full reference list we compiled when preparing our presentation. Please contact us via
Julie@adinternational.com or skype juliehay.

References
Goffman, E (1974) Frame Analysis: an essay on the organization of experience. New York: Harper
and Row
Stewart, I (1989) Transactional Analysis Counselling in Action. London: Sage Publications

Figure 1: Diagnosis, Contracting and
Treatment Planning – a visual
representation

Diagnosis, Contracting and Treatment Planning – a visual representation





 

by  Günther Mohr, TSTA-O, Germany
(Presentation at the EATA Conference in July 2010 in Prague)

5. The STAR Model of System Dynamics
And now we reach another vantage point. We observe systems and organisations. Let us look in general at
the model for the organisational or educational system, because as professionals in these areas we always
have to face the context and that means the system. There may be a big difference to psychotherapy which
can often focus on a one to one relationship. There are many aspects in an organisation, numbers, time
people wearing a lot of hats, communication results, success, etc. It is necessary to bring logic into this
system by looking at some helpful perspectives. I call them dynamics, because they are not static but rather
change according to inner and outer impulses.

The first dynamic is the attention focus. What are people really dealing with? How do they spend their time?
What is their mental model? Energy follows attention, also investment follows attention. Spoken in TA,
what is their frame of reference? Then there are roles in every organisation. How does the organisation
construct roles? We can use Schmid’s Role World Model (Schmid, 2006) for questions in these areas. Are
the organisational roles filled with the right professionals? Then we have system relationships in every
organisation. Are they family like or economically driven? Do they build on sympathy or efficiency? In this
microcosm we look for examples of whether the symbioses are typical for the organisation or patterns of
relations in which responsibility is shifted. All organisational and educational systems have three kinds of
processes

• Communication
• Problem solving
• Success processes

Communication can mean to look at transactions. Problem solving can mean to look at appreciating and
discounting. Success can mean to take the schedules of Berne’s script process to research how an
organisation is failing to succeed.
Now we have a picture of the organisational or educational system we are working with.

Organisational and educational TA beyond Berne (part 2)

 

 






6. The Diamond of integrated Personal Professionalism
What would we expect from a professional? This model answers two questions:

• In which fields/areas should a professional be qualified?
• How can we compare and connect professional approaches?

This model can be used for any professional approach: psychoanalysis, behavioural therapy, also for NLP.
I will demonstrate it for TA. What do people working in the psycho-social field need to learn? Every
psychological and professional concept needs

• A contemporary view of the human nature
• A theory about personality and how people differ from each other
• A theory of relationship and communication
• A theory of development and change
• Since the systemic change about 1980 every method needs a theory of reality construction and

context relation.
• Lastly, every psychological concept has specific professional methods.

What does this mean for you? First of all you have an orientation for a candidate’s developmental fields
who is learning and developing in a psycho-social profession. Secondly you obtain an outline to connect
certain TA-models with other concepts facilitating an integrated competence. Transferring the Diamond of
Integrated Personal Professionalism to TA.

Figure 5: DIAMOND of Integrated Personal Professionalism
Regarding the view of human nature: TA is very famous with its okay-okay model which precisely shows
the humanistic approach in it. Bernian TA also came up with the idea that autonomy understood as
consciousness, flexibility, and relatedness is the aim of personal development.
Regarding personality and differences: TA presents two basic ideas. People have more than one face to
others and to themselves called ego states. This idea of partial personalities also exists in other concepts of
inner team, inner parliament etc. The second concept is the idea of people creating a story about their life in
early years. This idea is also popular in other concepts which claim this idea for themselves. Both basic
ideas of personality are not unique in TA as they can be found in other theories, but TA can be combined
with other approaches very well.
The central model for relation and communication is the transaction model, which is directly connected
to the personality model of the ego state. Even outside of the TA scene transactions are used to describe
and work in communication situations.

 





 

The central model for development and change is the script model. Even in organisational and educational
work every substantial development and change is a change in basic belief systems, inner narratives, and
the patterns in which people live. The difference to the psychotherapeutic field is that the addressed scripts
are not as rigid as clinical symptoms. To conceptualize organisational and educational work as script work
is also beyond Berne and the first generation of TA professionals.
The reality construction corner takes us way beyond Berne. We have already had the frame of reference
model, but in the meantime Bernd Schmid presented the Role World Model (1994). The STAR System
Dynamics Model (chapter III) was also introduced. Lastly the TA people can hardly be recognized by the
professional methods which they use. This is on the one hand a real deficit, on the other a great opportunity
to cooperate with other methods. In conclusion every professional concept needs answers to the six angles
of the diamond. TA has good basic answers and is open to cooperate with others.
As we shift more and more into a macrocosm perspective of the garden of TA similarly to a bird taking off
into the air I come to my last two points. We can see that the TA core is very simple. It is transaction, the
exchange of stimulus and reaction. Exactly these points are tested during the certification of a transactional
analyst. The professional must be competent to formulate hypotheses and react to the client’s stimulus with
an intervention.

7. TA Identity and Future Trends
On this basis we can consider a new identity for the 21st century, and I would like to ask you to remember
six principles:

• TA work is based on the analysis of transactions. Everything that TA professionals do is based on
transactions. Diagnostic information results from transactions. Interventions are made by transactions.

• Constructing models: TA’s biggest assets are models of the parts of reality that in an optimal way
reduce complexity. Not too simple and not too complex.

• Experimental: TA professionals do not believe in having the ultimate truth but make a decision,
evaluate the results, and if necessary change directions.

• Systemic: TA professionals are context related.
• Humanistic: We believe in people’s positive possibilities.
• Intercultural/global: TA continues its international dialogue concerning theory and practice.

From these points we can identify better TA’s contribution and the culture it serves. Also the TA training and
certification system and its culture, which somehow is a nucleus of the six named identity characteristics, are
a basis for education and modern professionalization. I recommend the 2009 TAJ which focused on TA
training. Also a step towards TA’s survival is the IJTAR, the International Journal of Transactional Analysis
Research.

Figure 6: 21stcentury TA Identity
 






To look into the future we have to take six major dynamics into consideration. These megatrends describe
long term change processes in the world. The first megatrend is the «extension of life». People age and
the markets for health, financial security, and education grow. Second megatrend is «one world.» English
becomes the required language everywhere. Work migration occurs between countries. Good qualified
business nomads live in all the major cities of the world. The third megatrend is «women power». Women
will acquire more and more influence in the management of companies and in politics. Fourth megatrend I
named «Demand for resources.» This might be human resources, but also all public resources, such as
energy, clean water, and security, will be more and more in demand in the future. The next megatrend is
«technical and cognitive complexity.» It means the differentiation and diversification of the world resulting
in the need of more specialization, training, and coping on the cognitive level but also a need for trust and
control.

The last megatrend is «individualization and emotional complexity.» People continue to ask about
fairness and justice. They feel a lack of identification and the need of belonging. The table shows how
Transactional Analysis is prepared for these challenges.

So it is necessary to gain importance in current societal and professional issues and topics. How can we TA
professionals present our contribution in a whole concert as one instrument in an orchestra? For examples
of the «connection to current society problems» please see Hans Jellouschek’s work in couples’ therapy,
Angelika Glöckner’s transgenerational processes, and my experiences with organisational development
and coaching in Germany.

Literature:
Berne, E. (1961): Transactional Analysis in Psychotherapy, New York: Ballantine Books.
Berne, E. (1966): Principles of Group Treatment, Menlo Park, CA, Shea Books. German: Grundlagen
der Gruppenbehandlung. 2005, Junfermann: Paderborn.
Berne, E. (1979): Structure and dynamics of groups and organisations (Struktur und Dynamik von Gruppen
und Organisationen), München.
Mohr, G. (2005): Transactional Analysis Identity, in: The Script, 35, 1-2.
Mohr, G. und Steinert, T. (2006): Growth and change in organizations, Transactional Analysis – new
developments 1995-2006. ITAA, Verlag Kulturpolitische Gesellschaft.
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Günther Mohr studied Psychology and Economics and works as a Teaching and Supervising Transactional
Analyst. He is Senior Coach (DBVC), Psychological Psychotherapist, Supervisor (BDP), trained analytical
psychotherapist and behavioural therapist.

The next International Trainers
Meeting will take place in

Bukarest, Romania,
July 12th - 14th, 2012

Do you want to organise
EATA Conference

2013, July 4th - 6th ?

The bidding process has just
started now.

If you are interested to host
EATA conference in your country

please contact
Magdalena Sekowska
sekowmag@kr.onet.pl

National and International Conferences

International Colloquia

Important information! There still is the possibility to apply for an  International Colloquium in your country.
An International Colloquium is meant to be a platform to strengthen professionalism, internationalism and
the development of new theories, models and methods. You find details about on EATA’s website:
www.eatanews.org/news.htm






The following outstanding individuals were honored in Bilbao for their contributions to the international
transactional analysis community.

EATA has decided this year to award two gold medals, and I am delighted to honour today 2 people for
their outstanding contributions to the EATA community and Transactional analysis.

The first is Conchita de Diego:
It is particularly significant being here in Bilbao to honour Conchita as she set up a TA training in this
beautiful city over 20 years ago.
It would take too long to name all of her contributions to the TA community but I will name some of them:
For many years she has represented TA in many places throughout Spain. She has always demonstrated
and communicated to others a profound honour and respect for TA theory, philosophy and practice.
She particularly encouraged and supported her trainees to travel abroad and to participate in EATA and
ITAA conferences at a time when it was unusual for Spanish people to go abroad.
This World Conference would not have happened here without her teaching, her dedication and her
commitment.
It is important to get past her shyness and her reserve to discover the bright colours beneath. She is a
woman of great generosity, with a sharp and brilliant mind. Her students describe her teaching as «joyful,
unexpected and interesting». Conchita took a stand in a culture where certainly in the realm of teaching, it
was a man’s world. Finally we will honour Conchita for her excellent intuition and her sense of humour.
Someone who knows her well told me that she loves small notebooks so we have a collection of notebooks
in various colours to reflect the richness of this woman.

The second person that EATA wants to honour is Richard Erskine.
Richard has been involved in EATA from the beginning. In 1974 he came to Europe to teach TA at two
universities and to establish TA training programs at two psychotherapy training centres. He was amazed at
the intense interest European psychotherapists expressed in TA.
He persuaded the ITAA to form the International Relations Committee which had the purpose of spreading
TA internationally and organising a conference in Europe. This first European TA Conference took place in
1975 in Villars, Switzerland.
At this conference he organised a meeting for people interested in forming a European TA association. Here
he sowed the seeds for the formation of EATA. That small group of people who first met in July 1975 has
become EATA an association of more than 7500 member, representing almost 30 countries.
Over the past 35 years Richard has attended almost every European conference, presenting workshops,
being involved in symposiums, and giving key-note speeches. He has continued to support TA training in 17
countries throughout Europe and has ongoing programs in Spain, France, Italy and the UK. He has published
5 books and more than 60 articles or book chapters on TA.
In 1981 and 1998 he was a co-recipient of the Eric Berne Memorial Award. I could continue with many of
Richard’s other achievements but time is limited. I think Richard is a passionate, creative and enthusiastic
theoretician, teacher and psychotherapist.  People tell me he enjoys cooking, both old family recipes and
experimenting with new ones.
 He is a man dedicated to growth, both in humanity and nature. He loves flowers both domestic and wild.
And this aspect of his character is represented in this small gift.

Sabine Klingenberg, EATA president

Major Awards Highlight Bilbao Conference





 

In announcing Trudi Newton’s Muriel James Living
Principles Award, ITAA President John Heath remarked,
in part, “Trudi was nominated by colleagues from her native
UK as well as from Australia, Canada, and South Africa.
She has held a number of prominent positions in the TA
world and is a lifelong supporter of social equality and the
empowerment of the individual in her work, her politics,
and her personal life. She really lives the principles of OK-
OK relating and personal responsibility that are at the heart
of our TA theory and practice.

Trudi has been a leader in establishing the educational field
of TA application in the UK and elsewhere, especially
South Africa. She has been an inspiration to a whole
generation of educators and also has the kind of presence
and integrity that reaches well beyond her own field and sets an example for all transactional analysts. And
as if that were not enough, she is also an elegant, graceful person with the kind of softly spoken serenity that
melts the heat out of any conflict. She is a truly worthy recipient of this honor.”
In accepting her award, Trudi said, in part, “Thanks to everyone who was part of nominating me for this
award. It was good to see some of my history through your eyes. And it reminded me of a time (nearly 25
years ago) when I was a new trainee and had just joined the ITAA. I remember reading in The Script
about the James Award and thinking, ‘That’s what a TA award should be. I wouldn’t mind getting one of
those.’ That is a true story, which makes this moment even more special.”

Finally, in introducing Donna Marie Perry for the Hedges Capers Humanitarian Award, John Heath
said, “Donna Marie is being honored for her significant and abiding contributions to work with vulnerable
individuals and groups in many different settings. Her nomination was supported by people from the UK,
USA, Canada, and India, and here are a few of their comments: ‘She never gives up on anyone’ and ‘Her
concern for those suffering the stigma of poverty and rejection has marked her life both before and after TA
training.’
Others listed her many achievements, all accomplished without recompense, apart from the support of her
order. She set up of a community for adults with developmental difficulties in Calgary, reestablished a
center for the poor in Toronto, worked in a community for people with severe mental illness in India, set up
a charitable trust offering psychotherapy and training to poor and disenfranchised people in Calgary, and
took part in the Alliance Against Human Trafficking. There is surely no one more deserving of this award.”

In her comments, Donna Marie said, in part, “This is a tremendous honor for me and I thank those who
nominated me. I also want to thank my sister, who has come to celebrate with me on behalf of my family.
I grew up in a family of pioneers who gave to and supported others because it was essential for survival and
then became a way of life. Becoming a social worker supported my ideals of social justice. Members of my
community, Faithful Companions of Jesus, were also pioneers in Canada and have supported me financially,
spiritually, and emotionally through all my, sometimes, hair-brained ideas. What I have done is what our
sisters are doing throughout the world every day in answering the needs people suffering from disasters or
who are refugees or trafficked persons.”

first published in «The Script, Vol 41, N° 9, September 2011

Trudi Newton receives the Muriel
James Living Principles Award

from ITAA president John Heath






News from COC

Introduction
Some years ago, the EATA Commission of Certification (COC), the body that runs the exams, decided to
start a program to focus on the quality of exams.
The program was developed with several steps: the first one was sending observers to all the exam venues,
to verify if local cultural aspects or other matters influence the way in which exams are run and affect their
quality, and to see how EATA might learn from these local variations. A second step was to stress the value
of the briefing (before) and debriefing (after) the exams, not simply as organisational moments but as training
ones. Another step was to establish a task force to reflect and focus on the meaning of exams in the TA
world, what are their goals and how can good examiners be prepared and trained: the members of the task
force, crated in 2008, were Barbara Classen, TSTA-P and then chair of EATA Ethic Committee, Sabine
Klingenberg, TSTA-O and then chair of EATA PTSC, Trudi Newton, TSTA-E and then co-chair of ITAA
T&CC and BOC, Charlotte Sills, TSTA-P and former chair of EATA PTSC, Stefan Sandström, TSTA-P
and myself, as chair of EATA COC. I am deeply grateful to these colleagues who gave freely their time, their
energies and their thoughtful intelligence to the advancement of our community.
The task force started by reframing the exam, reflecting on the theoretical aspects involved in the evaluation
procedures and produced a report. An article largely based on this background was published on the TAJ
(Mazzetti, 2009).
On the basis of this theoretical background, the Task Force organized several days of training for examiners
in different European towns.  All these training experiences had a lot of participants showing great interest
and general appreciation; they were held the day before the exams, and during the post-exam debriefing
very often the examiners quoted the training as very effective in creating a positive and trustful atmosphere
and preparation during the exams, mainly getting into the spirit of being an examiner.
Beside the training activity, the program appeared as a significant piece of qualitative research on the examiners,
their needs and difficulties facing the exams, and the learning processes. These observations appear useful
and promising for the future programs of COC.

Theoretical reflections from the experiences
The exams appeared as a stressful and in some ways «traumatic» situation, for which the examiners are
often not completely prepared. The most troubling emotional situations are linked to:

1.Lack of a sense of belonging to the experience of being an examiner, to the boards and to the
EATA system of certification.

2.Lack of awareness and clear acceptation of entering into a process of reciprocal evaluation: the
examiners not only evaluate candidates, but are also evaluated by them, by other examiners, by
sponsors of the candidates, etc. Linked to this, there is some fear of being shamed.

3.Lack of competence in coping with possible traumatic experiences, like exams running badly. The
experience of dealing with a candidate who is not well prepared, a difficult process, the need to
defer (with the unpleasant feelings related to provoking suffering in someone else) appear as little
traumas for which the examiners are often not prepared.

Participants appreciated the answers to these needs offered by the training in the following ways:
1.Being organized as an experience of peer education, it promoted a sense of belonging to the group

of examiners, to the process of examining, and to the EATA certification system (the initiative was
usually perceived - and very much appreciated - as a gift from EATA), and built up a secure
base.

How to have competent examiners?
The activity of the COC Examiners’ Training Task Force

     by Marco Mazzetti, COC Chairperson





 

2. It created a clear awareness and promoted a full conscious acceptance of being in a reciprocal
process of evaluation.

3.The training offered the chance to share bad experiences, to explore personal concerns and to
receive information about the possible dysfunctional boards and difficulties during the exam,
promoting coping skills.

4.Reflecting on the goal of the examination system, it helped to give permission to do challenging
exams, to be rigorous and to defer, one of the most difficult aspects (and possibly most
traumatic) for several examiners.

5.Paying attention to the needs of protection for everybody involved in the certification system, it
helped to find ways to defer in an «I’m OK-You’re OK» way.

The most effective content of the training.
The most effective content of the training in matching the needs of the participants appeared to be:

1. Information about dysfunctional boards:
A. Boards overadapted to the candidate: examiners lose their power, do not take responsibility

to really challenge the candidate and leave him or her to drive the process and the timing of
the exam. A typical consequence is the prolonging of the length of the exam and the
unpleasant feelings the people involved experience, including often the candidate, even if
passed with the highest score.

B. Boards overadapted to a member: sometimes a very prestigious member of our community
sits in a board, takes the power and other members overadapt to her/him, allowing
themselves to be guided in the process, in the scoring etc. The main risk is that the candidate
stops being the focus of the process, which moves to the member-leader, to the detriment of
the quality of the evaluation.

C. Competitive boards: this happens when two (or more) examiners start to fight to become
the leader of the process or sometimes about theory («who knows better?»). As above, the
candidate is no longer the focus of the exam, and the evaluation process is damaged.

2. Information about reciprocal evaluation and the andragogic value of it (opportunity to learn).
3.Distinction between equal relationships and differences in roles and power.
4. Information about coping with unpleasant or «traumatic» experiences.
5. Information about the goals of the certification system.
6. Information about the roles of all the people involved (supervising examiner, exam supervisor,

process facilitator, etc.).
7.List of possible questions.

The process of the training.
Almost all of the former items can be the result of peer processes to co-create competencies. In order to
reach this goal, these are some exercises that showed a good efficacy:
Peer group work on expectancies of the participants, and their needs related to the exams.
Peer group work on previous experiences about being an examiner: bad and good experiences: feelings,
thoughts, behaviours, possible solutions etc. Learning experiences.
Bodily activities. Examples: on a line from «never defer» to «never pass» where do people stand? how
they can move? etc.
Mock exams.
General points recognized as useful about the processes are: Have in mind a clear differentiation
between educating about the exams, and preparing for the examination.
Take the necessary time, by limiting the number of stimuli to have the time to fully experience them («less
is more»).






Silver Medals for Examiners

Suggestions for next steps
The Task Force suggest developing a further step of the program focusing on training for trainers.
Our suggestion is to offer a training day for very experienced examiners (Exam Supervisors, Process
Facilitators, Language Coordinators, etc.) to be used as trainers in the different local situations. These
experienced examiners are expected to be the most promising people for a peer training.

Focus on Written exams
CTA Written Exam is a sensitive point in our certification system, and probably its weakest element. By and
large, most of the appeals are against the evaluation of the written exams. There are doubts about the
reliability of the system, due to a lack of consistency between different evaluators.
Very probably, one of the problematic aspects is the lack of feedback that examiners and trainers can
receive. For the examiners at present there is no feedback at all, and for the trainers the only feedback is the
evaluation from the marker.
The task force suggests introducing some opportunities to have feedback for the different people involved
in the process, and to more actively involve the Language Coordinators.
As first steps, the Task Force suggests introducing an «Examiner Evaluation Form», to be sent by the
candidate to the LC to be forwarded to the markers, as a form of feedback to them, and as a way to keep
the LC informed about the whole process (see handbook on EATA’s website: www.eatanews.org/
handbook.htm).
In order to offer more feedback, the TF suggests modifying form 12.7.1 «Principal Supervisor’s Endorsement
of CTA Written Examination» (see handbook on EATA’s website: www.eatanews.org/handbook.htm) to
invite the sponsor to give a clear evaluation following the same scale that the marker will use. It would be a
way to have a stronger commitment for the sponsors, and an instrument to be used by the LC. If the
evaluation of the marker strongly differs from the sponsor’s, they could be put in contact to have a discussion,
and the LC can have useful information about the process.
Both these new forms were approved by the COC, and are now in official use.As possible training, the
Task Force suggest having a part of the next trainers’ meetings devoted to this issue.

The Commission of Certification (COC) of EATA honoured with the silver medal as senior examiners,
during the General Assembly on July 6th, 2011 in Bilbao, these colleagues who have generously served our
Certification System in different roles, like supervising examiners, COC chairpersons, examiners’ trainers,
long term language coordinators, and long term local exam supervisor.

1. Stefan Sandström
2. Charlotte Sills
3. Barbara Classen
4. Trudi Newton
5. Sabine Klingenberg
6. Dave Spenceley
7. Sue Eusden
8. Jill Hunt
9. Ilse Brab
10. Anne Kohlhaas-Reith
11. Uta Höhl
12. Marina Banic
13. Ian Stewart

14. Isabelle Fanny Crespelle
15. Marco Mazzetti
16. Annika Björk
17. Matthias Sell
18. Cathy McQuaid
19. Agnès Le Guernic
20. Raffaele Mastromarino
21. Mary Cox
22. Marijke Arendsen Hein
23. Gudrun Jecht-Hennig
24. Liselotte Fassbind-Kech
25. Jacqueline Dossenbach
26. Georg Pelz





 

Exam successes

Dear Colleagues:
The language coordinators for the German linguistic group, Liselotte Fassbind-Kech and Jacqueline
Dossenbach, have resigned, and will leave their office by January 1st, 2012. We are very grateful to
these colleagues who served generously our Community.
We need now to find substitutes.
Language coordinators have the task to receive the written CTA exams, to chose the markers, to
manage the whole process of evaluation and to receive and process the applications for the oral exams.
If someone of you is interested in this positions can apply to me (marcomazzetti.at@libero.it): the
Commission of Certification (COC) will evaluate the proposals and will inform you about its decisions.
The dead-line for the submission is the 31st of October.
Thank you very much for your attention, warmly
September 1st, 2011

Marco Mazzetti, Chairperson of the Eata Commission of Certification (COC)

Searching German Language Coordinator(s)

In Bilbao, Spain, July 5th and 6th, 2011,  just before the world TA conference, we had a very
successful and crowded session of exams, with candidates and examiners from both the BOC and the
COC, with several new TSTA and CTA from all over the world.

This is the list of successful candidates at TSTA exams:
1 Anne-Marie Linnenkamp TSTA-P
2 Kathie Hostick TSTA-P
3 Kerri Warner STA-P
4 Martin Bertok TSTA-P
5 Diane Salters TTA-P
6 May Senior Johnson TTA-P
7 Nada Zanko TSTA-P
8 Emanuela Lo Re TSTA-P
9 Theo Van der Heijden TSTA-C
And this is the list of successful candidates at CTA exams:
Alla Babich P
Barbara Repinc P
Carole Stilwell P
Niamh Moriarty P
Marij Peeters C
Liesbeth de Jong O
Fabienne Bride C
Matteo Zanovello P
Maria Ulrika Widén C
Robert Hill P

Process facilitators: Trudi Newton and Bernd Kreuzburg
Exam supervisors: Jill Hunt and Sue Eusden (CTA exams),
Alessandra Pierini and Marco Mazzetti (TSTA exams)
And many thanks to the generous examiners!

Jeanette Prevett Farquhar P
Sally Rowena Penelope Anderson P
Rosée Elliott E
José Antonio Alonso Sànchez P
Aitor Mauriz Etxabe P
Alicia Pelavo Lara P
Beatriz Martin Cabrero P
Feli Pérez de Onraita Ortiz P
Izaskun Andollo Hervàs P
Montse Vilaldrell Llargués P

Congratulations






by Liselotte Fassbind, TSTA-C, Switzerland

If we are not merely second rate psychotherapists – what else are we?
I won’t answer you this question but I will ask it again at the end of my speech.
First of all, I would like to thank you for giving me the opportunity to share my thoughts about the challenge of
personal growth in the field of counselling
Being a counsellor with all my heart, I am happy to represent the many women and men worldwide, who share
my love for counselling and who may have gone through struggles of their own in forming   their identities as
counsellors.
I will present to you today:

• my assumptions regarding a counsellor’s identity within a systemic framework
•  axis of time as an illustration of the manifold options for finding and enhancing  resources, in order to

empower clients
• the story of Mrs. A, which illustrates how one may use a vision of the future in one’s  search for  resources
• a conceptualisation of my work with Mrs. A.

First, I would like to share with you some of my personal experiences with the challenge of growth.
I was born a third child, a girl, 11 years after the first born, a boy, and 7 years after the second boy.
For as long as I can remember, I viewed my brothers as setting the standard for what I should know and for what
I should be able to do, in order to be o.k., to be a worthwhile child.
I learned to identify myself as the inferior third born, who will never be able to achieve the wisdom of her big
brothers.
Using Berne’s metaphor, I was the princess, who, under the influence of others, makes herself into a frog.

I struggled with such contaminations as:
- To be okay, I have to be perfect; I have to be like

them.
- To be okay, I have to know everything they know.
- To be okay, one has to prove oneself, to try hard.
- I am a silly girl.
- Third born children are inferior.

Key note speech from the counselling symposium at the
Bilbao TA-world conference 2011
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However certain I was of my inferiority, I was at least clever in one respect - in redefining reality, in order to
maintain my script - belief that I was a silly girl. Each time I passed an exam, and I passed quite a lot of them, I
believed that I had been very lucky, because they had coincidentally happened to ask me what I knew.
I was, finally, truly surprised at the target strokes I got at the end of my TEW.
All explicitly mentioned my capacity to think clearly.
At this point, I made a new decision. I promised myself to disengage definitively from my old «silly girl» identity
and acknowledge myself as the capable woman that I am.

You may have started to guess why I told you this story – I believe that it is
high time for us counsellors to disengage from historically-determined patterns
of identity and to distinguish ourselves by our competencies, rather than defining
ourselves by what we are not and what we are not allowed to do.
Let’s look back at the origins of TA. I quote here from the brief history
presented in the ITAA website:
In 1956, Eric Berne’s application for approval by the San Francisco
Psychoanalytic Institute «was turned down with the verdict that he wasn’t
ready, but perhaps after three or four years of personal analysis and training
he might reapply. For Eric the rejection was galvanizing, spurring him to intensify
his long-standing ambition to add something new to psychoanalysis. He set to
work, determined to develop a new approach to psychotherapy by himself’’.

Already in 1950, Berne had begun «a Tuesday evening seminar in San Francisco; this became incorporated in
February 1958 as the San Francisco Social Psychiatry Seminars In 1964 Berne and his San Francisco and
Monterey seminar colleagues decided to create a Transactional Analysis Association, naming it the International
Transactional Analysis Association in recognition of the growing number of Transactional Analysis professionals
outside the USA.»
I reread the first editions of the Transactional Bulletin, in which it is clear that all participants of the seminars were
required to have a degree in psychotherapy, or to be on their way to earning one. They could become clinical or
research members of the ITAA.
In 1967, Claude Steiner was appointed chairman of a new credentialing committee, whose duties included
discussing the problems of non-psychiatric practitioners and special members.
Berne‘s groupe imago
From 1968 on, it was possible to apply for either a clinical membership or a special field membership.

If we look at Berne’s group imago diagram, I suggest that we can place Berne as the leader, and the initial
participants of the San Francisco Social Psychiatry Seminars as already settled in their identity, while those in the
«special fields» were yet to be established in their functions.
With respect to this systemic aspect, I assume that a process of growth had to be started.
The first mention of  field-specification occurs in 1984. The specific fields mentioned were the clinical, the
organizational and the educational fields.
Counsellors didn’t yet seem to exist.
Is it symptomatic that I was not able to detect the precise date of birth of the counselling field?
Despite the lack of precise information regarding the origins of our field, our TA predecessors have left us a rich
legacy.  It is our choice – we can draw from their legacy or compare ourselves to them, even getting caught in a
struggle to demonstrate our worthiness.
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   resources of the present

We all are well aware that the present offers a number of methods for
obtaining access to resources. I include here just a few examples -
enhancing thinking/feeling/behaviour of the adult ego state,
decontamination, TA-models, and body work. There are many others.

resources of the past
If we are reluctant to work with the client’s past because it might invite regression, we risk missing all of the
resources which lie in the past, such as family resources, competencies developed by meeting difficulties in the
family, the resources of drivers, past experiences of success, and others.
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 p  a  s  t present f  u  t  u  r  e 

resources and the axis of time 

Let’s have a look at the EATA definition of counselling:
Transactional analysis counselling is a professional activity within a
contractual relationship.
The counselling process enables clients or client systems to develop

awareness, options and skills for problem management and personal development in daily life
through the enhancement of their strengths and resources. Its aim is to increase autonomy in relation to their
social, professional and cultural environment.
You all know the EATA definition of the counselling core competencies. I would simply like to highlight my
favourite, which is competence Number 8.

8 FOCUSSING ON RESOURCES
a) the counsellor is able to utilize and build on the client’s strengths, as the agent for change,
b) identifies existing resources in the client and client’s system and integrates them into the counselling
process,
c) has working knowledge of other local resources in the community which could be of  support to the
client or to which the client could be referred, including medical, psychiatric, psychotherapeutic and other
services.
Among these competency requirements, the one I like the most is the one that especially influences my Identity as
a counsellor. We are required to identify the client’s existing resources.  I think that is really our core specialty.

A client might see in himself unmet needs,
frustrations, or developmental inhibitions,
and therefore perceive himself in a minus-
plus position, as a person with no
resources to meet the challenges of life.

It was a significant step toward a counselling field identity when an EATA
Task force in the early 1990s defined the core competencies.
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If the client starts to see and value the
skills she has developed using her specific
coping strategies, she might see herself
and the world through an enlarged frame
of reference.

Being aware of her own competency not only allows the client to meet the
challenges of her life, it also changes her identity in a positive way.

I would like to use the axis of time to illustrate the richness of the counsellor’s  opportunities to enhance the
client’s resources.





 

resources of the future
Even the client’s future offers a vast array of resources that we can access through visions of future success,
visions of a current problem as already solved, visions of a future identity, and many others.
Each of these resources represents a real treasure for our work as counsellors.
I would like to share with you a recent experience with a client.  Let’s call her Mrs. A.
The story of Mrs. A
Mrs. A is a very special 85-year-old lady. She is an artist and lived with her husband in Italy from her fifties until
late into her seventies. I have known Mrs. A. since the time of her return to Switzerland, when she and her
husband had to return for reasons of their health.
Over the course of seven years, I saw Mrs. A about 5 times, each time for a single session of counselling. The last
session was about a year ago. Her husband had passed away two months earlier, and she came to me because,
she said, she was not able to say goodbye to her husband. She was angry with herself for accepting the domination
of her late husband. She left the session saying, «Thank you, I will work on this and come back when I get stuck.»
I didn’t hear from her again until lately, when she made an appointment for another session.
When she arrived, she looked quite worn out. She described feeling very tired, both physically and emotionally.

Her first resources where the awareness of not being well and the impulse she had to change something.
She said: «I was very well for a long time, but lately when I wake up in the morning, my first thought is:»Why am
I still here?», and every evening when I go to bed I ask myself: «Why am I still here?» She said: «I am waiting the
whole day; I am waiting for the time to pass; I am waiting for the person who cleans the house; I am waiting for the
meal service; I am waiting for the taxi; I am waiting for the car to bring me to church on Sunday mornings, and I
am so fed up with all this waiting».
I didn’t have anything to say other than to express my understanding that she was fed up with all this waiting.
I started to consider a therapy or to think about a strategy that might help her find another approach to her life than
just waiting.
Then, without any intervention on my part, she continued:
«I watched the royal wedding ceremony on TV

 

Seeing the Queen, who must be the same age as I am,  I was amazed - how she walked
along the red carpet in a really royal way.  It struck me to see how gracefully she accepted
the honours everybody, even the bride and the groom, had to show her. She seemed above
any doubt that she deserved the honours, not even wearing a crown or a diadem, but a
simple hat».  It is a special resource of Mrs. A to be able to capture the significance of a
television image and to connect it with her own life.
She went on:
«I compared her with my own posture and my attitude toward my role in life.   I realized that
it seems impossible to me even to imagine that anybody would pay me such respect.
Instead, I have felt oppressed ever since I can remember. During childhood I had to work so hard that my body
ached all the time. My father died when I was a child; my mother had to give away my brothers and sisters. Later,
when I was freshly married, I thought that I had found heaven on earth.  For a long time,  I didn’t realise that I was
oppressed again, by my husband. He was away most of the time, leaving me to care for the family. When he   was
at home, he made a point of running a very open house, and I served all the intellectual guests without daring to
speak my mind.  Finally, when my children and the foster child were grown up, we immigrated to Italy, near a
cloister for hermits, where my husband lived his intellectual way of spirituality and I had to heal from a very bad
accident.  There, finally, I could start to live out my creativity, but when I had successfully completed a few
artworks, we had to come back to Switzerland because of our health.  So I had to concentrate my energy on our
daily life. I thought that it was my duty to care for him in his reduced health, and so I felt oppressed again. When
he passed away, my energy was spent». At this point Mrs. A stopped and said.
I wish I could have had just a shade of royalty in my life.






Mrs. A was able to use her Adult Ego State to distinguish her lived reality from her vision.
Mrs. A sees and values the pain of the past. She assumes responsibility for her part of the suffering,

admitting that she might have had options that she was unable to choose at that time.
I invited her to imagine what would be different if she started to live a little royally from now on.
Considering this for a while, she started to design her life, led with a royal outlook.
She said:
- «Waking up, I would think – I am living, and thank God for being.»
- « I  would not wait any more for the cleaning woman, but I would take it as an honour to me  that she is
coming to clean my  house.»
- «I would appreciate being ready for the taxi on time, and I would perhaps listen to some music.»
- «I would appreciate the merits of my life.»
- «And the most exciting would be to have the energy and the inner calm to start a new piece of art.»

With this vision of a new life, she started to explore her bodily reactions, her emotions, and her new
posture.  Neuroscientists, such as Bauer and others, tell us that the brain reacts in an identical way if we imagine
an action or if we do it.

By spending some time creating a vivid image of her new royal life, Mrs A. gave her brain new stimuli,
which formed a new pattern of activation.
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The more she got into experiencing her
bodily reactions, which where partly
pleasant and partly scary or unfamiliar,
the more she involved her limbic system
and the associated cortical areas.

She spent enough time to give her body, her nervous system, and her brain time to adjust, so that she finally
reached a new inner perception that included the image of the queen in herself.
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areas
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new options of thinking, feeling, behaving,  

The time she had spent imagining and observing bodily reactions was well spent, because awareness and change
occur only if enough associated cortical areas are activated.

Mrs. A decided to stop waiting any longer and to start immediately living her own royalty. Putting on her hat, she
said: «My hat no longer serves to conceal my sparse hair, but it serves me as the symbol of my new royalty.» She
left the room with the same walking sticks that she had used before, but they had changed from tools to help her
support her weight to tools for walking in an upright posture and attitude.





 

advertisement

This lady teaches us, in a wonderful way, how it is possible to use a vision of the future
to enhance the quality of life in the present, as well as to value the past, including its pain
and the skills which are needed to endure it.
I follow the example of this brilliant lady in putting on my counsellor’s hat, not in order
to conceal something missing, but as a symbol of my posture of autonomy in relation to
all four fields of TA and in relation to all human beings.
And I ask you the question again:
If we are not merely second rate psychotherapists – what else are we?

Literature
Berne Principles of Group Treatment 1966
EATA Core competencies EATA ITAA web-site
ITAA bulletins, ITAA journals
Bauer Joachim, Warum ich fühle was du fühlst Hoffmann und Campe 2005
Hüther Gerald, Die Macht der inneren Bilder Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht 2006

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

         
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

         
 

 
 

With a mischievous smile, she said; «If I’ve really got that in check, you won’t hear anything
from me anymore, but if I need some more coaching, I will come back.»
After a few weeks, I got a postcard from the lady, with the message that she had bought a
new hat!
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Announcing:  

Professional Excellence Workshops 
!!!! at The Berne Institute, UK """" 

Comi ng da tes:   24-2 6 Feb.  20 12;   7 -9 Sept.  2 01 2 
 

Do you want to enhance your professional skills in TA? Then the PEWs are for you! To all TA 
professionals, these workshops offer an excellent opportunity for advanced training and 
supervision.  The PEWs – run regularly twice per year since 1992 – have been a “springboard” 
from which many participants have gone on to gain success in EATA/ITAA examinations, both 
CTA and T/STA. The workshops have also proved their value as preparation for the EATA/ITAA 
Training Endorsement Workshop (TEW). 
 The workshop leaders are Ian Stewart, Adrienne Lee, and Mark Widdowson, 
Teaching and Supervising Transactional Analysts. As a team with many years’ experience of 
the PEW format, they can offer you an outstanding environment for learning. 
 Workshop format is highly flexible. Activities are tailored contractually to the needs of 
the participants, and typically include: multi-level supervision ... tape presentation ... 
discussion of theory and ethics ... practice exams (CTA or TSTA) ... supervised teaching ... 
personal work. 

• Venue: all PEWs are held at The Berne Institute, near Nottingham, England.  
• Fee: per 24-hour workshop: UKP 375. Booking deposit: UKP 75.  
• For bookings and further information please contact: The Course Registrar, The Berne 

Institute, 29 Derby Road, Kegworth DE74 2EN, England (tel/fax (+44)(0)1509-673649; email via 
www.theberne.com). 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TThhee  BBeerrnnee  IInnssttiittuuttee  
NEW: Training Course in Professional Supervision 
with options of Diploma / PGD / Masters’ degree 

 

This new training programme focuses on the theory and skills of providing professional (e.g. clinical or tech-
nical) supervision rather than managerial supervision. This course will be of particular interest to experienced 
practitioners in psychotherapy, counselling or other helping professions who wish to develop their careers as 
professional supervisors, as well as to practising supervisors who wish to undertake Continuing Professional 
Development and/or to gain an academic qualification in professional supervision that will be recognised 
across disciplines. 
 The course will begin in January 2012. For all students, the first year will comprise five two-day taught 
modules plus four additional practice days (for supervision and presentation). At the end of Year 1, students 
who have passed all required assessments may choose to exit the course with the award of the Berne Institute 
Diploma in Professional Supervision. Those wishing to proceed to the Postgraduate Diploma will go on to 
take Year 2, which requires participation in a further four practice days, plus individual tutorial sessions and fur-
ther assessment. Candidates for the award of Master of Science in Professional  Supervision will proceed to 
Year 3, in which they undertake a sixth module consisting of a project and dissertation, and again attend four 
practice days.  The PG Diploma and the MSc degree are validated by Middlesex University. 

The presenters of the taught modules will be the Co-Directors of The Berne Institute, Adrienne Lee BA and 
Ian Stewart BA PhD, and Associate Director Mark Widdowson MSc. All three presenters are accredited by 
EATA and ITAA as Teaching and Supervising Transactional Analysts (TSTA).  

Venue: The course will be held at The Berne Institute, Berne House, 29 Derby Road, Kegworth DE74 
2EN, England. (Tel./fax +44 (0)1509-673649; email via web site, www.theberne.com). 
 For a Prospectus giving full details of the course content, dates and fees and an application form, please 
write or call The Berne Institute, or download from www.theberne.com/ProfSvn.htm. 
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PTSTA Workshop for Excellence   
Chennai 3-6 August 2012   

This PTSTA workshop is a centre of excellence for your learning and preparing for your TSTA exam. It’s main 
purpose is to create learning that expands the  boundaries of individual training and supervision by adding an 
interpersonal, intercultural and international dimension. 
 
The workshop has been held since 2008 in the Australasian  This 4-day intensive workshop helps participants to integrate 
region,  from Australia and New Zealand to Japan and from a theory and practice which is congruent with their  philosophy 
China to India. The Chennai workshop precedes the  ITAA in all aspects of the exams: theory and ethics – through discus-  
/ SAATA conference (which is held from 9-12 Aug 2012). sion of contemporary and comparative theory and ethical  
Those attending the workshop will be in different stages of dilemmas; teaching – through discussion of educational  
their TSTA journeys: from being a relatively new PTSTA to  philosophy, and practice of both prepared and 101 topics; and  
those who are close to exams.    Supervision – through practice with PTSTAs and CTAs 
 

The workshop expands your work with your primary supervisor but does not replace it. Co-operative learning, international 
exposure, cultural awareness and the development of peer network are some of the extras of this workshop. 
 

Trainers: Servaas van Beekum, drs, TSTA & Keith Tudor, PhD, TSTA 
Fee: Euro 900 / A$1200 / Yen 99.000 / NZ$ 1500.      
Apply to:  servaas@acissydney.com.au 






* COC CTA exam candidates who are doing the COC written case study must submit it no later than six
months before the oral exam date. Details/application available from the COC Language Group Coordinators.
To arrange to take a COC exam, contact your EATA Language Coordinator. Check with the EATA
office  for the name of the appropriate Language Group Coordinator.
EATA Training Endorsement Workshop (TEW) or Training Evalutaion Workshop (TEvW): to take
a  TEW or TEvW, contact the European  Coordinator, Matthias Sell, eMail: institut@inita.de.

To arrange to take a BOC exam, contact the T&C Council, 2186 Rheem Drive #B-1, Pleasanton,
CA  94588, USA. Note: COC people sitting for BOC exams must forward the equivalent of the EATA fee
to the T & C Council office.
TSC Training Endorsement Workshop fee: $450 ITAA members/$600 non-ITAA members payable in
US dollars to T&C Council, c/o T&C Council office,  2186 Rheem Drive #B-1, Pleasanton, CA 94588

Exam Calendar

Exam Date Location
CTA and TSTA: COC November 10th-11th, 2011 Louvain-la-Neuve, Belgium

COC November 17th-18th, 2011 Neustadt/Weinstr., Germany

COC February 22nd-23rd , 2012 Rome, Italy
  COC April 12th - 13th, 2012             Harrogate, UK

    COC July 10th  - 11th, 2012      Bucharest, Romania
    BOC August 7th - 8th, 2012     Chennai, India
    COC November 15th-16th, 2012      Rösrath/Köln, Germany

    COC July 2nd - 3rd, 2013     n.n.

TEW                    COC  March 27th  - 29th, 2013         n.n.
TEW                    COC  July 8th - 10th,2013                  n.n
TEvW                    COC  December 1st - 3rd, 2013       n.n

TEvW COC December 03th - 05th,2011     Lissabon, Portugal
TEW COC April 13th - 15th, 2012   UK - fully booked
TEW COC  July 1st. - 03. Juli 2012    Bucharest, Romania
TEW BOC August 2012 Chennai, India
TEvW COC 02. - 04. Dez. 2012  n.n.

Welcome to the new EATA affiliated associations:
The International Association of Relational Transactional Analysis

IARTA, UK

Scottish Transactional Analysis Association,
STAA, Scotland


